The author would like to inform the readers that the correct form of title "Role of remote sensing, geographic bioinformatics system and bioinformatics in kala-azar epidemiology" , content in abstract "The computational approaches like remote sensing, geographic information system (GIS) and bioinformatics are the key re-sources for the detection and distribution of vectors, patterns, ecological and environmental factors and genomic and proteomic analysis.", and keyword "geographical bioinformatics systems (GIS)" should be read as follows: title "Role of remote sensing, geographical bioinformation system and bioinformatics in kala-azar epidemiology", content in abstract "The computational approaches like remote sensing, geographical information system (GIS) and bioinformatics are the key re-sources for the detection and distribution of vectors, patterns, ecological and environmental factors and genomic and proteomic analysis.", and keyword "geographical bioinformation system (GIS) ".

We apologize for any inconvenience this error may have caused.
